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1. INTRODUCTION

Written papers in form that follow these instructions should have minimum four (4) and maximum ten (10) pages in total. Editorial Board can exceptionally permit up to twelve (12) pages for some significant and valuable papers targeting specially interesting topics for CrSNDT Journal.

Paper should be divided in sections with Arabic numerated subtitles. Recommended structure should be in form IMRaD what implies INTRODUCTION, METHODS, RESULTS and DISCUSSION. This structure can be expanded by section CONCLUSION.

Paper must have the REFERENCES section which shall be cited (numerated and written) according to style described in chapter 6 of this template.

Pages may not be numerated, nor header or footer should be used.

2. METHODS

The writing area has to be used completely. Text should be justified, single spaced with Arial 11 points font. New paragraph starts from the left margin without indenting with 6 points space after it.

Paper size is A4. Use fixed margins (as in this template: top 1.8 cm; bottom 1.7 cm; left 1.97 cm; right 1.97 cm) and do not change or modify it. Text should be written in two columns, each 8.1cm wide with 0.8 cm space between.

2.1. Figures

Figures should be placed in text at the place where the author find suitable, but as close as possible to the explanation in text. If possible, position the figure at the top or bottom of the column.

Recommended size should be up to 5.6 cm height and 8.1 cm width. Put it “In line with text” and avoid free positioning or text frames. Quality should be sufficient for printing (app. 200 dpi, no fax or web resolution, fade photocopies, screen captures or similar). Font sizes in graphics should be 8 points at least.

Figures should be signed by Arabic numbers as they appear in the text as a whole (not chapter connected) and centered in a row.

Associated text depicting figure should be positioned below it and written as suggested (Arial 11 points Italic, for Figure and its number use Italic and Bold). It is usual to cite a figure in a text before figure appears (if possible), or close to the figure.
For example, Split is very interesting city with pittoresque harbour, *Figure 1*.

2.2. **Tables**

If possible place tables at the top and bottom of columns. Tables should have accompanying text above it. All other, including explanation in text, numbering and fonts should be the same as for figures. For example, following *Table 1* gives insight in parameters used for testing of specimen no. 2 in experiment 1.

**Table 1** Parameters of Magnetic Memory method Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPERIMENT 1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the tables one line of 5 Arial font should be left blank as a space between the subsequent text.

2.2.1. **References**

References to consulted and suggested literature should be cited in a way that follows the order or sequence of appearance in text. Use Arabic numeration in square brackets after the comma at the end of sentence. Numbered references with all the necessary data should be in References.

Web sources should be cited as well along with full data of web page.

2.2.1.1. **Footnotes**

If there would be any need to have more subsections the title should be formatted as suggested. Footnotes can be used and formatted as suggested¹.

3. **RESULTS**

Finished paper should be submitted as Word document and PDF-file. Author(s) are kindly asked to send to the CrSNDT Journal postal address one copy of one-sided A4 paper final version of article. Electronic form of the manuscript should be sent by email or on the CD-ROM.

4. **DISCUSSION**

In chapter DISCUSSION (or in some other chapter) text is of same format.

5. **CONCLUSIONS**

Technical editors of the CrSNDT Journal are authorized to make any editing, non-significant, change in the paper formatting in order to adjust the paper for printing and publishing uniformity of all papers and its layout.

CrSNDT Journal is published in electronic and paper format.

6. **REFERENCES**


¹ Use it at the bottom at the page and numbered (Arial 8 Italic)
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